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When one hears the term "Green Innovation", it is nearly always in
reference to a traditional innovation effort conducted with the intent of
delivering a more responsible product or service outcome. A worthy goal, no
doubt, but why not hold the innovation process itself to a much higher social
accountability standard? Surely the lives and talent of the professionals
involved represent a valuable, limited resource worthy of responsible
application and stewardship. The opportunity to radically improve the
efficiency of the innovation process exists at every level of scale- from
individual entrepreneur to multi-national corporation- and has enormous
potential to improve the world our children will inherit. No reasonable person
expects radical innovation to be a single-pass activity, but given the rich
body of disciplined and repeatable innovation methods now available, why
shouldn't a given level of refined innovation not be achieved in two or three
iterations instead of taking five or more cycles to mature? How many
potentially valuable innovations are overlooked or abandoned annually
merely due to avoidable process deficiencies? All progress requires an
informed and constructive dissatisfaction with the status quo- it's time to
hold the innovation process, and those who run it on our behalf, to much
higher standards of efficiency and results!
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